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“We always did it this way”

- All out of state titles were pulled from batch and sent to DFI.
- Manual Review of 45,000 out of state titles submitted.
- About 500 problems identified a month
- Resulted in delays of up to 100 days from the date a vehicle is registered until a title is issued.
- Moving and storing 45,000 titles
Now

• All registered vehicles are checked in NICB and NMVTIS

• About 600 problematic vehicles are identified a month, mostly salvage bypass but some time purged thefts, previously exported vehicles and Junked/Un-rebuildable vehicles.

• Out of state applications are processed and new title issued within three weeks.

• Has helped generate major cases.
Junked Vehicles

- Scrapyards filed certificates of destruction with DMV in accordance with NYS VTL. Paperwork was shipped to our Albany Headquarters, boxed and stored for 5 years. Documents were not reviewed or stored in a searchable format.

- We now utilize vehicle destruction data filed with NMVTIS to update our database and flag VIN’s that have been destroyed.

- Introduced Legislation this year to allow facilities to stop submitting paper records and allow them to store the data on site for the required retention periods. Eliminates 300,000 to 400,000 batches of paperwork being mailed to our agency annually.
NMVTIS alert on a 2010 Mercedes Benz for salvage on NC Title

**Bad**

![Bad Vehicle Title](image1)

**Good**
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2012 Mercedes Benz
Counterfeit VIN’s from vehicle
1972 Pontiac Trans Am
1967 Ford Mustang
1967 Jaguar Convertible
Questions
Owen.McShane@DMV.NY.GOV
518-474-8805